We investigate the exciton Mott transition (EMT) by using optical pump-terahertz probe spectroscopy on GaAs, with realizing the condition of Mott's gedanken experiment by the resonant excitation of 1s excitons. We show that an anomalous metallic phase emerges on the verge of the EMT as manifested by a peculiar enhancement of the quasiparticle mass and scattering rate. From the temperature and density dependence, the observed anomaly is shown to originate from the electron-hole (e-h) correlation which becomes prominent at low temperatures, possibly suggesting a precursor of e-h Cooper pairing. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.067401 The Mott transition, i.e., insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) driven by the change of the interparticle Coulomb interaction, is a fundamental phenomenon that appears widely in condensed matter systems such as doped semiconductors, correlated electron materials, and ultracold atom gases. It is highly suggestive that the global phase diagrams of such diverse systems have qualitatively similar features, and therefore the physics of Mott transition has been expected to provide comprehensive understandings on matter phases [1, 2] . Among a variety of material systems, an ensemble of excitons, hydrogenlike bound electron-hole (e-h) pairs photoexcited in semiconductors, is one of the model systems that represents Mott's original argument on the IMT in an array of one-electron atoms [1] . The excitonic systems are a unique playground in various aspects: (i) they are purely electronic, i.e., free from the influence of electron-lattice coupling, (ii) long-range Coulomb interaction plays an essential role, and (iii) the pair density can be precisely controlled by changing the photoexcitation intensity. When the e-h pair density increases and the mean interparticle distance approaches to the exciton Bohr radius, insulating excitons dissociate into metallic free e-h plasma due to the screening of the Coulomb interaction, which results in the IMT termed as exciton Mott transition (EMT). One can find a close relationship between EMT and Mott transition in the half-filled single-band Hubbard model, identifying the IMT in the latter case as the dissociation of bound doublons and holons [3, 4] . EMT has long been investigated from the viewpoint of optoelectronic applications as well as of quantum many-body physics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , nevertheless the fundamental nature of EMT remains unresolved. Mott suggested that at zero temperature the number of free charge carriers is discontinuous across the IMTand the transition has to be inherently first order. However, there has been a long debate whether IMT is first order or not in a continuous system like photoexcited e-h systems [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , with controversial experimental verifications [8] [9] [10] [12] [13] [14] .
The Mott transition, i.e., insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) driven by the change of the interparticle Coulomb interaction, is a fundamental phenomenon that appears widely in condensed matter systems such as doped semiconductors, correlated electron materials, and ultracold atom gases. It is highly suggestive that the global phase diagrams of such diverse systems have qualitatively similar features, and therefore the physics of Mott transition has been expected to provide comprehensive understandings on matter phases [1, 2] . Among a variety of material systems, an ensemble of excitons, hydrogenlike bound electron-hole (e-h) pairs photoexcited in semiconductors, is one of the model systems that represents Mott's original argument on the IMT in an array of one-electron atoms [1] . The excitonic systems are a unique playground in various aspects: (i) they are purely electronic, i.e., free from the influence of electron-lattice coupling, (ii) long-range Coulomb interaction plays an essential role, and (iii) the pair density can be precisely controlled by changing the photoexcitation intensity. When the e-h pair density increases and the mean interparticle distance approaches to the exciton Bohr radius, insulating excitons dissociate into metallic free e-h plasma due to the screening of the Coulomb interaction, which results in the IMT termed as exciton Mott transition (EMT). One can find a close relationship between EMT and Mott transition in the half-filled single-band Hubbard model, identifying the IMT in the latter case as the dissociation of bound doublons and holons [3, 4] . EMT has long been investigated from the viewpoint of optoelectronic applications as well as of quantum many-body physics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , nevertheless the fundamental nature of EMT remains unresolved. Mott suggested that at zero temperature the number of free charge carriers is discontinuous across the IMTand the transition has to be inherently first order. However, there has been a long debate whether IMT is first order or not in a continuous system like photoexcited e-h systems [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , with controversial experimental verifications [8] [9] [10] [12] [13] [14] .
A further intriguing problem of EMT is about the nature of electron correlation around the Mott transition. It is widely recognized that an anomalous metal phase emerges in the vicinity of the Mott transition in doped Mott insulators, and its relation to the peculiar electronic properties, e.g., the high temperature superconducting phase and colossal magnetoresistance [2] , has been intensively discussed. In e-h systems, however, the character of the metallic phase around the Mott transition remains elusive. The problem is also closely related to the theoretically anticipated quantum degenerate phases, i.e., exciton BoseEinstein condensation and the e-h BCS state, and the crossover between them [15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The anticipated global phase diagram of e-h systems is schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) , though little is known about the low temperature electronic structures in the quantum degenerate regime.
To elucidate the intrinsic nature of EMT with representing Mott's original argument, it is crucial to realize a sufficiently low temperature condition where all e-h pairs fall into the lowest 1s exciton state. In this Letter, we achieved such a condition by resonant photoexcitation of 1s excitons in a direct gap semiconductor GaAs, avoiding the photoinjection of excess energy into the system. To study the behavior of the e-h correlation around the EMT, we performed optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy, which has been shown to be a powerful technique for the research of exciton formation dynamics and high density excitation phenomena including EMT in various semiconductors [11] [12] [13] [14] [28] [29] [30] [31] . We show that an anomalous metal phase emerges in the vicinity of the EMT as manifested by the enhanced quasiparticle mass and scattering rate, which indicates the presence of nonvanishing e-h correlation in the metallic phase. Further, we investigate the formation dynamics of this anomalous correlation after the photoexcitation.
The schematic diagram of OPTP measurement is shown in Fig. 1(b) . For a light source, we used a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier system. The terahertz (THz) probe pulse was generated from a GaP crystal and recorded using a ZnTe crystal. For the selective excitation of 1s excitons, the optical pump pulse was spectrally narrowed to the bandwidth of ∼2.3 meV, and the pulse duration was ∼2.1 ps. As a sample, we used a 1-μm-thick bulk GaAs, which is sandwiched by 1.7-μm-thick Al 0.18 Ga 0.82 As spacer layers. The near-infrared optical density (OD) spectrum and the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum under the above-gap excitation are shown in Fig. 1(c) , together with the optical pump spectrum for the 1s exciton-resonant excitation. Two sharp absorption peaks at 1.512 and 1.514 eV are assigned to the light-hole (lh) and heavyhole (hh) 1s excitons, respectively [32] . The broad background tail below the 1s lh exciton line in the OD spectrum stems from the interference effect caused by the layered structure of the sample (see Supplemental Material [33] for details). The coincidence between the peak energies of the sharp PL and the absorption indicates that the sharp lines are those of free excitons. In this Letter, we present the results obtained by the resonant excitation of 1s hh excitons, while similar results were obtained in the case of 1s lh exciton excitation. The complex dielectric function of the photoexcited e-h system is deduced from the waveform of the transmitted electric-field (e field) of the THz probe pulse [40] . Figure 1(d) shows one typical example of the photoinduced change of the real part of the optical conductivity ΔσðωÞ and the dielectric function ΔεðωÞ in the terahertz-frequency range, at pump-probe delay time t pp ¼ 10 ps and at relatively low pair density n ∼ 1.1 × 10 15 cm −3 . The intra-excitonic 1s-2p transition of free excitons is clearly observed at 3 meV as the peak structure in ΔσðωÞ and the dispersive structure in ΔεðωÞ. Here, the spectra were taken with the attenuated THz probe pulse, 200 V=cm at the peak e field, so that the linear response regime is ensured.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the e-h pair density dependence of ΔσðωÞ and ΔεðωÞ at the lattice temperature T lattice ¼5K. The pump-probe delay is fixed at t pp ¼10ps, before the heating of the e-h system occurs as we discuss later in detail. In the low density region the spectra are dominated by the 1s-2p intra-excitonic transition. As the density increases, the excitonic resonance becomes obscure and finally disappears. The overall monotonic spectral feature in the high density region seems to be those of metals, suggesting that the pair density reaches the 
15 cm −3 , the excitonic 1s-2p transition resonance observed in the WTP spectrum completely disappears in the STP spectrum, which is well reproduced by the Drude model. This spectral change is attributed to the dissociation of excitons into free e-h plasma due to the strong e field of the THz pulse [33] . We confirmed that the total spectral weight of ΔσðωÞ is conserved between WTP and STP, which indicates that the total e-h pair density n is not changed by the STP pulse. Such a dependence of the spectra on the strength of the probe e field was not observed at high temperatures where excitons are thermally ionized, as demonstrated again in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). Therefore, the observed difference between WTP and STP spectra is attributed to the presence of excitonic e-h pair correlation which becomes dominant at low temperatures. Inversely, the difference between WTP and STP spectra can be used as an indicator for the presence of the excitonic correlation. Remarkably, the difference between WTP and STP spectra sustains even in the high density region, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), revealing that the e-h correlation survives in the metal phase above the EMT. In this "correlated metal" (CM) phase, ΔσðωÞ of the WTP exhibits a spectral weight transfer from lower to higher energy side compared to the STP case. Note that we evaluate n at each excitation densities from the Drude fits to the STP spectra using the reduced mass of e-h pairs, m ¼ ð1=m e þ 1=m h Þ −1 ¼ 0.044m 0 (m 0 is the bare electron mass), having seen that the spectra taken by STP are well reproduced by the Drude model at all the excitation densities.
To gain a deeper insight into the nature of the observed CM phase above the EMT, we analized the WTP spectra using extended Drude model [42] , in which the frequencydependent complex scattering rate is introduced as 1=τ ¼ MðωÞ ¼ 1=τðωÞ − iωλðωÞ. According to this model, the complex conductivity is described as
where m Ã ðωÞ=m¼1þλðωÞ and 1=τ Ã ðωÞ¼½1þλðωÞ=τðωÞ. m Ã ðωÞ=m and 1=τðωÞ are the frequency-dependent mass enhancement and scattering rate, respectively. Figures 3(a)  and 3(b) show the density dependence of m Ã ðωÞ=m and 1=τðωÞ spectra obtained from the analysis of the WTP spectra at t pp ¼ 10 ps. In the high density region above n Mott , m Ã ðωÞ=m shows a clear enhancement towards the low energy region. Correspondingly, 1=τðωÞ exhibits a linear increase towards the high energy side. For comparison, m Ã ðωÞ=m and 1=τðωÞ spectra obtained with STP at the highest density are also plotted as broken lines in Figs. 3(a)  and 3(b) , which do not show such frequency dependence, reaffirming that the STP spectra are well described by the simple Drude model. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the lattice temperature dependence of m Ã ðωÞ=m and 1=τðωÞ at the highest density n ∼ 3.0 × 10 16 cm
. The characteristic of the CM phase as manifested by the frequency-dependent m Ã ðωÞ=m and 1=τðωÞ is identified up to ∼ 40 K, but fades away above 60 K. Considering the Bose factor of the optical phonon in GaAs existing at 36 meV, the phonon population steeply increases around 60 K. Thus the disappearance of the CM phase is attributed to the rapid heating of the e-h system due to the optical phonon absorption. Importantly, when the lattice temperature raises the scattering rate, 1=τðωÞ decreases and becomes frequency independent. These observations indicate that the anomalous enhancement of the mass and the scattering rate originates from the e-h Coulomb correlation that becomes prominent at low temperatures. It should be noted here that the Fermi-liquid theory in the degenerate regime also predicts the frequency-dependent scattering rate due to the Pauli blocking effect [43] , while it expects suppression but not enhancement of the low energy intraband scattering rate, which is opposite to the experimental result. Therefore, the emergence of the CM phase is most likely regarded as the anomalous metal phase that is known to appear on the verge of Mott transition [2] . It is worth noting that, even without resorting to the above quasiparticle picture, the modification of the spectral function due to e-h correlations has been theoretically argued in terms of a precursor of e-h Cooper pairing [15, 20, 24] in the same density region as the present experiment. Next we show how the CM phase evolves over time after the photoexcitation. To grasp the signature of the CM clearly, we plot the differential optical conductivity spectra Δ(ΔσðωÞ) by subtracting STP ΔσðωÞ from WTP ΔσðωÞ. Figure 4(a) shows the density dependence of Δ(ΔσðωÞ) at t pp ¼ 10 ps. In the low density region, 1s exciton population gives a positive peak around 3 meV in Δ(ΔσðωÞ), whereas in the high density CM phase Δ(ΔσðωÞ) spectra show negative values in the low energy region reflecting the spectral weight transfer from lower to higher energy side in ΔσðωÞ. Therefore, we can discuss the dynamics of the e-h correlation from the temporal evolution of Δ(ΔσðωÞ) in the low energy region as indicated in Fig. 4(a) . The results at various photoexcitation densities are shown in Fig. 4(b) . At the lowest density of n ∼ 1.2 × 10 15 cm −3 , a steplike positive signal appears right after the photoexcitation and remains constant over the observation range of 75 ps. This behavior is simply interpreted that the population of photocreated 1s excitons remains nearly constant in the observed temporal range since excitons have a much longer lifetime (>1 ns) [44] . As the density increases and approaches to n Mott , a peculiar behavior emerges: the signal decreases over time after the photoexcitation. The decrease of the signal, which corresponds to the formation of the CM phase, becomes prominent and faster at the higher density region, suggesting the stability of the CM phase at higher densities [see Fig. 4(e) ]. After reaching the maximum value, the CM decays in a relatively long time scale. The Δ(ΔσðωÞ) spectra taken at longer time delay, where the CM phase no more exists, are similar to those obtained with the nonresonant excitation at 8 meV above the band edge [compare the spectra in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) ]. Considering that the CM phase appears only under the resonant excitation of 1s excitons at low lattice temperatures, the decay dynamics of the CM observed in Fig. 4(b) is attributed to the heating of the e-h system, presumably caused by the nonradiative e-h recombination, likely the Auger process [45] . A closer inspection to the formation dynamics of the CM phase in Fig. 4(b) implies the existence of an incubation time at the intermediate density range near n Mott , marked by double-headed arrows. Such a presence of incubation time is reported in the quench dynamics of the first-order phase transition in certain systems [46] . Incubation time is sometimes related to the cooperative phenomena in a system, if there exists a positive feedback in the phase transition [46] [47] [48] . In e-h systems, the screening effect of the Coulomb interaction and stability of excitons are mutually dependent: excitons are more destabilized as unbound e-h pairs increase through the exciton ionization, and such a feedback effect has been discussed in relation to a first-order EMT accompanied by a bistability at low temperatures [ [18] [19] [20] [21] . In general, temporal evolution of the system becomes slower around the edge of the bistable region [48] , and the incubation time in the CM formation may indicate such a signature of the first-order transition from oversaturated exciton gas to CM. It is an important problem whether the EMT is accompanied by intrinsic spatial inhomogeneity, e.g., due to the formation of e-h droplets (EHDs) [49] . However, EHDs in GaAs are expected to be unstable [17, 50] , and indeed the surface plasmon resonance of EHDs, which should appear in the observation frequency range if EHDs exist, was not observed.
To summarize, we investigated the EMT in bulk GaAs under the resonant photoinjection of 1s excitons by OPTP spectroscopy. An anomalous metallic phase, characterized by the peculiar quasiparticle mass enhancement and scattering rate, was discovered on the verge of the EMT. Considering that the anomaly in the present case is caused by the e-h Coulomb correlation, the correlated metal phase emergent only at the low temperature region may be viewed as a precursor of the e-h BCS state [15, 20, 23, 24] . The experimental verification of such a new quantum matter phase has long been explored, and the present ultrafast spectroscopic scheme to extract sensitively the e-h correlation would be promising for further future investigations.
